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Scope: This routine resident inspection included maintenance observation,
operational safety verification, modifications, material storage
and handling, Unit 3 restart activities, reactor trip reports,
reportable occurrences, action on previous inspection findings,
self assessment, and site organization.

One hour of backshift coverage was routinely worked during the
work week. Deep backshift inspections were conducted on September
19, September 26, October 3, and October 10.

Results: Unit 2 ended 57 days of continuous operation on September 25,
1992, when the Unit was shutdown to repair a leak in the drywell,
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paragraph three. The Unit returned to operation and at the end of
period was on-line continuously for 16 days at 93 percent power
coasting. down to the refueling outage in january 1993.
Recirculation motor-generator speed has been administratively
limited due to vibration and control problems encountered while
attempting increased core flow for the power coastdown.

A violation was identified for failure to confirm and assess a
drywell continuous air monitor alarm, paragraph three. Technical
Specification Table 3.2.E requires upon receipt of an alarm that
immediate action be taken to confirm the alarm and assess the
possibility of increased leakage. A chemistry sample was not
taken and the monitor indication was not believed. The monitor
was declared inoperable and logged as erroneously in alarm,
although providing indication of actual increased drywell leakage.

A violation was identified for an inattentive fire watch,
paragraph three. This was identified by an NRC inspector during a
routine tour of the reactor building. The fire watch was
established because of inoperable thermo-lag.

A unresolved item was identified for segregation of nonconforming
materials, paragraph five. The inspector identified that
nonconforming thermo-lag fire barrier material was not segregated
and identified as nonconforming. This issue will be resolved
following further review of the licensee's program in th'is area.

On October 1, 1992, changes to the site organization structure
were made, paragraph eleven. Units 1 and 3 were moved to site
operations. A new organization Recovery Hanagement, was created
to coordinate technical and priority issues to the recovery of
Unit 3. These changes were effectively communicated to plant
employees as the transition was made.

A meeting of, the Nuclear Safety Review Board was attended. The
board continues to provide quality oversight of plant activities,
paragraph ten. Noteworthy, was the followup review to strengthen
the reactivity management program. This program emphasizes the
importance of reactivity management and management
responsibilities.



REPORT DETAILS

Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees:

0. Zeringue, Vice President, Browns Ferry Operations
J. Scalice, Plant Manager
J. Rupert, Engineering and Modifications Manager
0. Nye, Recovery Manager

*N. Herrell, Operations Manager
J. Maddox, Project Engineer

*N. Bajestani, Technical Support Manager
R. Jones, Operations Superintendent

+A. Sorrell, Special Programs Manager
C. Crane, Maintenance Manager

*G. Pierce, Regulatory Licensing Supervisor
R. Baron, Site guality Manager
P. Salas, Compliance Supervisor
J. Corey, Site Radiological Control Manager
A. Brittain, Site Security Manager

Other licensee employees or contractors contacted included licensed
reactor operators, auxiliary operators, craftsmen, technicians, and
public safety officers; and quality assurance, design, and engineering
personnel.

NRC Personnel:

P. Kellogg, Section Chief
*C. Patterson, Senior Resident Inspector

E. Christnot, Resident Inspector
W. Bearden, Resident Inspector

*J. Nunday, Resident Inspector

*Attended exit interview

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are listed in the
last paragraph.

Maintenance Observation (62703) *,

Plant maintenance activities were observed and/or reviewed for selected
safety-related systems and components to ascertain that they were
conducted in accordance with requirements. The following items were
considered during these reviews: LCOs maintained, use of approved

.procedures, functional testing and/or, calibrations were performed prior
to returning components or systems to service, gC records maintained,
activities accomplished by qualified personnel, use of properly
certified parts and materials, proper use of clearance procedures, and
implementation of radiological controls as required.





Work documentation (HR, WR, and WO) were reviewed to determine the
status of outstanding jobs and to assure that priority was assigned to
safety-related equipment maintenance which might affect plant safety.
The inspectors observed the following maintenance activities during this
reporting period:

'a ~ Reactor Water Level Instrumentation

b.

On September 21, 1992, Operations observed the "B" reactor water
level instruments indicating three inches higher than the "A"
instruments. It was determined by engineering that a loss of
water inventory in the reference leg of this instrument would
cause this discrepancy. On July 22, 1992, the "B" side reactor
water level instruments indicated approximately three inches
higher than the "A" side instruments and on July 27, 1992, the "A"
side instrument indicated three inches higher than the "B" side.
In both cases the reference legs were backfilled and the
discrepancies corrected. Work Order 92-61329 was generated to
backfill the "B" side condensate head pot by cracking open the
equalizing valve on the 2-LT-3-62A and allowing backflow from the
sensing line to fill the reference leg. A pre-job briefing was
conducted to discuss the sequence of events with all involved
parties prior to commencing work. The leg was backfilled
successfully and the instruments returned to service. The
licensee does not yet know wha't is causing the reference legs to
lose water inventory. The BWROG is currently involved in tests
related to gas collecting in instrument reference legs as
discussed in Generic Letter 92-04. The licensee believes the
problem they are currently experiencing is related to this issue
and anticipates the BWROG'findings will offer guidance on its
resolution. Until the study is complete, the licensee will
continue to backfill reference legs as needed. The inspector will
contin'ue to monitor on-going activities in this area.

'L

3EB DG Outage

The inspectors followed activities associated with the scheduled
outage on the 3EB DG. Outage activities included engine
inspection, eddy current analysis and repair of the coolers, EECW

check valve inspection, air compressor preventive maintenance, air
relief valve testing, various filter replacements, and battery
replacement. The inspector. reviewed DCN W17806, DG Battery
Modification and associated work plans WP4074-92, 0983-92 and
0990-92 which removed the old batteries, built new storage racks,
and installed new batteries. These documents contained adequate
information and.detail for the work performed. During maintenance
four relays found out of tolerance could not be calibrated and
were therefore replaced, The relays were associated with the
redundant start function of the DG and did not affect its
operability. The timing function of the relay uses an air bellows
with atmospheric air as a control medium. When the relay actuates
the bellows discharges the air'nd the contacts make up. The rate
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of discharge of the bellows is regulated by a small manual valve
allowing very coarse control. The licensee plans to return the
relays to the manufacturer for failure analysis.. When *the DG was
started for post-maintenance testing, the normal supply breaker
for the 4kv shutdown board tripped open on high current leaving
the DG to carry the bus. The DG voltage indication went high and
the operator tripped the DG. When this was done the normal supply
breaker reclosed and picked up the bus. Engineering and
maintenance performed troubleshooting on the DG metering system
and could not locate any problems. The DG was restarted and the
problems could not be duplicated.

No violations or deviations were identified in the Maintenance
Observation area.

Operational Safety Verification (71707)

The NRC inspectors followed the overall plant status and any significant
safety matters related to plant operations. Daily discussions were held
with plant management and various members of the plant operating staff.
The inspectors made routine visits to the control rooms. Inspection
observations included instrument readings, setpoints and recordings,
status of operating systems, status and alignments of emergency standby
syst'ems, verification of onsite and offsite power supplies, emergency
power sources available for automatic operation, the purpose of,
temporary tags on equipment controls and switches, annunciator alarm
status, adherence to procedures, adherence to LCOs, nuclear instruments
operability, temporary alterations in effect, daily journals and logs,
stack monitor recorder traces, and control room manning. This
inspection activity also included numerous informal discussions with
operators and supervisors.

General plant, tours were conducted. Portions of the turbine buildings,
each reactor building, and general plant areas were visited.
Observations included valve position and system alignment, snubber and
hanger conditions, containment isolation alignments, instrument
readings, housekeeping, power supply and breaker alignments, radiation
and contaminated area controls, tag controls on equipment, work
activities in progress, and radiological protection controls. Informal
discussions were held with selected plant personnel in their functional
areas during these tours.

a ~ Unit Status

Unit 2 ended 57 days of continuous operation on September 25,
l992. The unit was shutdown to repair a leak in the drywell
discussed in this IR. Following the repairs, the unit was
restarted. The reactor was critical at 6:07 a.m. on
September 29, 1992 and generator tied to the grid at 3:07 a.m.

on'eptember30, 1992.





At the end of the report period, the unit had been on-line for 16
continuous days. The unit began power coastdown to the scheduled
refueling outage commencing January 29, 1993.

Waiver of Compliance

'n September 27, 1992, a TS waiver of compliance from TS 3.5.B.9,
for 60 hours, was granted to make the repairs on the leak on a
test line discussed in this IR. The repairs rendered RHR/LPCI
Loop I inoperable during the repair period. This required the
manual re-alignment of the other loop from shutdown cooling to
LPCI mode. During the time the repairs were made, both trains of
CS wer e maintained operable with additional training provided to
the plant operators.

The waiver of compliance was entered at 5:50 p.m. on
September 27, 1992 and exited at 6:35 a.m. on September 28, 1992.
All conditions of the waiver were followed during this time.

The inspector noted that this waiver was similar to a previous
waiver granted on February 26, 1992. In that request the licensee
stated a formal request to change the TS would be submitted. The
change would clearly identify the need for LPCI availability and
capability in cold shutdown. As of the date of the second waiver
on September 27, 1992, the change had not been submitted to the
NRC.

Shutdown Due to Increased Drywell Leakage

On September 25, 1992, Unit 2 was shutdown due to an increase in
drywell leakage. Prior to the shutdown, the unidentified floor
leakage was around 0.3 gpm. On the morning of September 25, 1992,
the leakage increased to 1.7 gpm for the 4 a.m. to 8 a.m. period.
At 1:45 p-.m. the load reduction started. At 04:53 a.m. on
September 26, 1992, all rods were inserted. The leak was
determined to be from a three quarter inch LLRT connection on RHR

loop I between manual isolation valve 74-55 and testable check
valve 74-54. The test line contains two valves 794A and 795A.
The RHR loop I connects to the loop I recirculation loop discharge

'ipingbetween the pump discharge line and vessel. A review of
the vibration problems, small piping leaks, and leak detection
follows:

1.) Small Line Failures

The leak occurred on a three quarter inch test line. A
preliminary evaluation by GE indicat'ed that the failure may
be related to resonance vibration observed at high
recirculation pump speeds associated with increased core
flow. The licensee placed administrative controls on the
recirculation pump NG set to limit speed to less than 1500

., RPH until a detailed review was completed.



The inspector also reviewed two small line failures that
have occurred this operating cycle.. One of these failures
occurred on a manual isolation valve (74-49) on the shutdown
cooling portion of RHR in February 1992. The unit was
shutdown and the leak was from a one-inch bonnet vent line.

'hisfailure was not analyzed. The leak was from the area
of a previously repaired weld on the line and the material
was discarded in the repair activity.

Another failure occurred in October 1991. This was on a
recirculation loop differential pressure indication sensing
line. This was a one-inch line. The failure was analyzed
by a metallurgical laboratory which determined three
distinct cracks existed in the failed line. The weld
geometry and an internal crack intersecting at the weld
fusion line indicated that a pre-existing fatigue crack had
been weld repaired. The crack that resulted in leakage
initiated at the toe of the weld due to high cycle fatigue.
Intergranular cracking at the root of the weld was due to
stress corrosion cracking. The intergranular attack
occurred because the vent line was likely sensitized and
attacked by the water in the socket weld. The water had
contaminants that may have accelerated the intergranular
attack.

The inspector concluded that two of the leaks were from
vibration or cycle fatigue. Further, continued evaluation
of this problem by the licensee will reveal more conclusive
findings. Individual small lines in the drywell may have to
be "ping" tested to determine natural frequencies and
compared to running frequencies to determine adequate
supports and bracing.

Recirculation Pump HG Control Problems

As unit 2 was nearing the end of cycle and preparing for
coastdown, the MG sets were prepared to run at increased
core flow during the coastdown. This consisted of resetting
the upper mechanical and electrical stops for the HG set.
Speed oscillations were observed at higher speeds. Also, on
September 22, 1992, speed was reduced from 1509 to 1453 RPM

due to excessive vibration on sensing lines going to FT
68-81A 'and B (loop flow transmitters) at panel 25-7B. On

September 23, 1992, an evaluation of recirculation pump 2B
flow sensing line vibration indicated a resonance vibration .

existed when the speed was between 1485 and 1510 rpm.

On September 25, 1992, at 5: 17 a.m., oscillations of between
2. 1. to 4.2 KV and 600 to 1200 amps were observed at- 1555
rpm. The controls were placed in manual and the speed
reduced to 1480 rpm. The HG set was stable at this speed.
At 2:00 a.m., an AUO had reported a harmonic noise while
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inspecting U-2 drywell access area. The outside ASOS and
SOS inspected the area and noted louder than normal, noise in
the area. The loud noise diminished following reduction in
NG speed.

These events occurred the same morning as the leak developed
on September 25, 1992, but the exact correlation is not
known.

3.) Drywell Cam Indication

The morning of September 25, 1992, the drywell CAN alarmed
and provided possibly the first indication of the leak.
However, the indication was not believed and the actions
taken did not assess or confirm the alarm until drywell
floor leakage indicated an increase. The time line for the
CAN is as follows:

2:55 a.m. Alarm received on CAN

3:30 a.m. Unit 2 requested drywell atmospheric sample from
chemistry

3:45 a.m. Laboratory analyst discussed request for
atmospheric sample with UO and decided no sample
was needed.

7: 10 a.m. Written in SOS log was 2-RH-90-256 declared
inoperable due particulate channel erroneously
in alarm WR8 C170847 initiated.

WR0 C170847 was initiated by the system engineer
and stated particulate channel in alarm.
Problem was suspected with rate of change
computation performed by monitors. The work
order was performed and no problem was found. A
leak in the drywell was suspected.

2:35 p.m 2-RN-90-256 CAN declared operable.

The leak that occurred was first suspected by plant
operations after the 4 to 8 p.m., drywell sump pump down
indicated an increase from .3 gpm to 1.7'gpm for the four
hour average. The leak was not discussed in the 7:30 a.m.
plan of'he day meeting.

The inspector reviewed these events and determined that the
licensee's actions for the alarm were not appropriate. TS

Table 3.2.E, Instrumentation That Honitors Leakage Into
Drywell, requires under action note three that upon receipt
of an alarm, immediate action will be taken to confirm the
alarm and assess the possibility of increased leakage.



Also, alarm response procedure I-ARP-0-3, requires for .

annunciator XA-55-30-12,.RA-90-256A, Drywell Leak Detection
Radiation HI,= that the operator request the chemistry
laboratory take and analyze a drywel'l atmosphere sample.
This failure to take 'action will be VIO 260/92-33-01,
Failure to Confirm Drywell CAN Alarm.

4.) Eight Personnel Contamination Reports

A total of eight personnel or clothing contamination events
occurred associated with the leak repair work. Low cut
overshoes worn in an area with standing water resulted in
three events. The three shoe contaminations could have been
prevented by the use of high top boots. Two facial
contaminations were from steam in the area while wearing a
faceshield. Three nasal contaminations were from welding
debris while wearing a faceshield. These five personnel
contaminations were a result of minimizing the use of
respirators to maintain total dose ALARA. The licensee
estimated a savings of 1.25 man-rem as a result of not
requiring respirators to perform specific tasks for which
they had been used in the past. This was based on an
assumed 30 percent effi.ciency increase due to not wearing
respiratory equipment. Internal exposure during the outage
totaled 14 HPC-hours or 35 mrem. The net ALARA benefit was
about 1.21 man-rem. The inspector'eviewed these events
with the radiological controls manager and concluded the
five personnel contaminations resulted from a conscious
decision by the licensee to minimize total exposure while
assuming some risk for internal exposure. This was
discussed with Region II Health Physics Inspectors and this
approach is consistent with the new 10 CFR 20 requirements.

Inattentive Fire Watch

On October 2, 1992 at approximately.2: 10 pm, the NRC resident
inspector observed a fire watch who was inattentive to duty and
appeared to be sleeping. The fire watch, located on the roof of
the clean room in the unit 2 reactor building 565'levation, was
established as compensator'y action under LCO 2-92-184-3. II.G. due
to inoperable fire wrap on conduits. The inspector informed
Operations and the fire watch was replaced.

TS 3. 11.G. I.a requires that with one of the required fire-rated
sealing devices inoperable, within one hour establish a continuous
fire watch on at least one side of the sealing device.
Additionally, FPP-2, Fire Protection Program, Attachment L,
requires that a fire watch shall be on continuous alert for fire,
signs of fire, and/or any act that might result in a fire.
Failure to establish an alert continuous fire watch will be VIO
260/92-33-02, Inattentive Fire Watch.



e
e. Control Room Observation

r

On September 26, 1992, while conducting' main control board
walkdown, the resident inspector observed the HPCI RPV Hi Water
Level Trip indicating light illuminated. The unit- was in hot
shutdown and approximately 350 psig. The SOS, ASOS, and unit
operator were questioned and stated that RPV water level
momentarily went high while aligning the condensate system for
operation at that pressure. The unit operator then reset HPCI.
The inspector reviewed the unit operator log and concluded that he
discovered HPCI had tripped shortly after it occurred.

Two violations wer'e identified in the Operational. Safety VeriFication
area.

4. Modifications (37700, 37828)

The inspectors maintained cognizance of modification activities to
support the restart of Unit 2. This included reviews of scheduling and
work control, routine meetings, and observations of field activities.
Throughout the observation of modifications being performed in the field
gC inspectors were observed monitoring and documented veriFication at
work activities.

The inspector observed and reviewed the modification activitie's
associated with DCN 18060, Provide Intake Ducts for Units 1, 2, and 3
Ventilation Towers. The inspector reviewed a list of WPs issued to
implement the DCN and selected four WPs for additional review, WP

0724-92, 0725-92, 0771-92, and 0772-92. Also involved in this review
were DCAs W18060-022, 1-478930-068 thru 072, 1-478930-127 thru 133, and
3-47B930-160 thru 179, which detailed the installation of various
individual HVAC supports. The inspector observed the installation
activities on the control bay roof. These activities consisted of
welding and bolting oF supports.

The DCNs, WPs, and DCAs listed various applicable G-SPECs such as:
4

G-14 Selecting, Specifying, Applying and Inspecting Paint
and Coatings

G-32 Bolt Anchors Set in Hardened Concrete

G-29

G-36

G-95

Process Specifications for Melding, Heat Treatment,
Nondestructive Examinations and Allied Field
Fabrication Operations

Traceability and Documentation Requirements for
Non-ASME Structural Material

Installation, Modification, Maintenance of HVAC Duct
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The inspector concentrated on G-SPECs 6-36 and 6-95. The requirements
as stated in the 6-SPEC involved the transferring of heat numbers from
the tube .and plate steel as it was received at the warehouse to the
field installation. Each WP reviewed contained a Form 80, Modifications
Work Plan/Work Order Material List, which clearly indicated the Form
575N, Nuclear Storeroom Requisition, by number, material description,
heat number, as applicable and craft foreman, or designee. During the
inspector's observation of the installation of supports for the HVAC
system on the control bay the inspector noted that all tube and plate
steel was clearly marked with heat numbers and the numbers were traced
to the applicable WP.

As part of the observation and review, the inspector observed that heat
number transfer activities at the construction contractors fabrication
shop located in Athens, Alabama. Contractor gC inspectors verify the
transferring of heat numbers and document their activities on gC
inspector reports. The gC inspector at the fabrication shop also
maintains materials sub-division notification log and inspection report.
The inspector reviewed IRs X200244 thru 247, the inspection report log
dated September 23 to September 25, 1992, and the materials sub-division
notification log. The inspector observed fabrication activities
involving battery racks. All items observed were clearly marked with
heat numbers and all sub-divided materials were clearly .marked.

The inspector concluded from these observations and reviews that, the BFN
modifications and warehouse groups are following the requirements of
6-SPECs G-36 and=95 for -heat number traceability.

Materials Storage and Handling

a ~ Materi al Traceabil i ty

The inspectors met with licensee management personnel to determine
the adequacy of the Browns Ferry program for maintaining
traceability of materials used for construction and repair of
permanent plant systems or components. The inspectors determined
that the licensee's program was defined in various site procedures
including SSP-10.2, Material Receipt and Inspection, SSP-10.3,
Handling and Storage of Materials and Spare Parts, and SSP-10.4,
Material Issue, Control, and Return. The inspectors further
determined that the specific marking/tagging requirements for
materials are identified in section 3.7 of SSP-10.2.
Additionally, based on the above discussions the inspectors
determined that the licensee's general policy is to make bulk
purchases of structural materials such as steel plate, tube steel,
bar,stock, and bolting to the highest quality level (Level I)
although existing procedures allow purchasing of gA Level II
material. The licensee's general policy does allow procurement of
commercial grade materials that do not meet gA Level I
requirements for a specific job where gA Level I is not
specifically required but that material remains designated for
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that specific job. No non-gA Level I material is procured in bulk
quantities.

Subsequent to this meeting the inspectors toured the licensee's
warehouse and outside storage facilities to determine the adequacy
and extent of implementation of the above licensee requirements.
During the tours the inspectors observed labeling and tagging of
materials along with conditions associated with material storage.
Boxes containing materials stored within the warehouse were
labeled with color coded labels to denote the proper gA Level.
Structural steel stored inside and outside of the warehouse was
adequately marked to denote the required information. Level I

'steel was marked with TVA Item Identification Code and
manufacturer's heat number as required to ensure adequate
identification and tracking from receipt to installation. Steel
that was marked other than Level I was also marked with a DCN or
MP number to denote the specific job for which the material was
procured. The material marking and labeling observed during this
tour was consistent with the licensee's general policy on
procurement of gA Level I material whenever possible.

Based on the above review the inspector determined that the
licensee's program is adequate to prevent problems associated with
loss of traceability of materials.

Level A Storage

The inspectors'toured the licensee's Level A storage area during
the warehouse tour. Level A storage is a special segregated
storage area set aside for items that require storage under
special conditions such as temperature and humidity control,
ventilation free of dust or harmful vapors or other special
conditions as established by the manufacturer. The area appeared
adequate for the intended purpose.

Control of Non-Conforming Materials

During the above tour of the licensee's warehouse the inspector
toured the area used for segregation of non-conforming materials.
Items stored in this area were clearly marked with gA hold tags to
prevent unauthorized usage of the item until the related problem
was properly dispositioned. Additionally, access to the area was
controlled by warehouse supervision. However, during the tour of
other general areas within the warehouse an inspector noted boxes
that were labeled Thermolag Fire Barrier Material. Several large
boxes of the material were located on the shelves. No
manufacturer's part or model number was readily noticeable on the
boxes but at least one of the boxes was labeled "For 4 inch ID
Conduit". No gA hold tag or other method of marking was used to
indicate that the material was considered non-conforming. This
material appeared to be the same as the material associated with
NRC Bulletin No. 92-01 which provided additional information
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associated with a previous identified problem with Thermolag Fire
Barrier material. The inspector discussed this material with the
warehouse supervisor. That supervisor was not aware of any
problem associated with the material and he agreed to investigate
the issue. The inspector was subsequently informed by the
licensee that the material was relocated and tagged as non-
conforming. This failure to clearly mark and segregate this
material appeared'to be contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XV requirements. Pending further review of the
licensee's program in this area this item will be tracked as URI

259, 260, 296/92-33-03, Segregation of Non-Conforming Materials.

Unit 3 Restart Activities (30702)

The inspector reviewed and observed the licensee's activities involved
with the Unit 3 restart. This included reviews of procedures, post-job
activities, and completed field work; observation of pre-job field work,
in-progress field work, and gA/gC activities; attendance at restart
craft level, progress meetings, restart program meetings, and management

meetings; and periodic discussions with both TVA and contractor ,

personnel, skilled craftsmen, supervisors,'anagers and executives.

a 0

b.

Common Station Service Transformer Tap Changer Modification

The inspector, reviewed the safety assessment for DCN W17666A.

This DCN installs automatic voltage regulation to the CSST. The

161 KV offsite power system provides to the 4KV start buses
through these two transformers. The result of a multi-operating
unit analysis indicated the 161 KV system voltage may not be

adequate to support safe shutdown of the plant unless the
capability exists to automatically regulate voltage to the safety
related 4KV 'buses. During implementation of this DCN certain
interim configurations prohibit use of either the Athens or
Trinity 161 KV lines as offsite power sources. The inspector
discussed with plant operations how these configurations are
controlled and it was stated the controls are established by use

of hold orders. The inspector concluded the safety assessment was

thorough and considered all interim configurations for plant
operations.

The PHT on "A" CSST tap changer modification was completed on

October 12, 1992. The CSST was turned over to operations and work
was scheduled to begin on the "B" CSST.

Breach Permits

The inspector reviewed the status of breach permits used by the
licensee to control openings into secondary containment boundaries
for maintenance or modifications activities. The licensee takes
the data from the SI demonstrating secondary integrity and

calculates an allowable hole size based on the remaining margin.
SI-4.7.c was performed on February 10, 1991. The flow margin was
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determined by subtracting total recorded flow from the maximum
allowable flow (12,000 cfm - 10,135 cfm . 1,865 cfm). This margin
was ratioed for each of the four zones based on the flow obtained
in a zone. The following data was obtained and listed as
acceptance criteria in O-TI-237, .Secondary Containment Penetration
Breach Analysis:

aximum Allowable Area

Unit 1 Zone
Unit 2 Zone
Unit 3 Zone
Refueling Zone

45.62 sq-in.
18.70 sq-in..
13.89 sq-in.
110.01 sq-in.

The openings are controlled by breach permits in HAI-3.4, Internal
Conduit Seals, or drilling and chipping permits in SSP-7;4, Work
Permits. Both procedure forms require operations and system
engineer approval. The permits are maintained in a notebook by
the system engineer. The inspector reviewed the notebook and the
following margins remained as of October 8, 1992:

Remainin Mar in

Unit 1 Zone
Unit 2 Zone
Unit 3 Zone
Refueling Zone

25.9
17.7
4.04
110.01 (No Openings)

The inspector concluded that the openings were being closely
controlled.

The inspector reviewed several permits in the field. One permit
in the Unit 1 battery room did not contain an operations signature
for review. This permit was for drilling in the wall between the
battery room and new computer room. The work was for WP-0658-92,
0259-92, and 0321-92. This was discussed with operations
personnel on October 14, 1992. The licensee is continuing to
review this permit and followup discussions with the inspector
will be held.

A meeting was held with NRR on September 29, 1992, to discuss the
,'licensee methodology for controlling openings into secondary
containment. The licensee has proposed that by removing all
blow-out panels the four zones will freely communicate and a total
opening of 170 square inches could be permitted in Unit 3. This
idea is continuing to be reviewed by the NRC and has previously
been identified as IFI 259, 260, 296/92-05-02.

CRDR

Installation of the Unit 0 (common) furniture recommenced during
this reporting period but was delayed somewhat due to the reactor
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shutdown on September 25, 1992. The SOS, STA, and Log Desks have
been installed and the electrical connections are underway. They
are expected to be complete by mid October. Work on Unit 3
continues and is approximately 44X complete. The installation of
the RONAN annunciator system on Unit 3 has been delayed due to ,

design and test discrepancies. Testing for radio interference,
seismic stability, and factory acceptance is scheduled to begin
October 26, 1992 with delivery of the first components two to
three weeks later.

Reactor Trip Reports

(CLOSED) Scram No. 2-158

Unit 2 tripped from 100N power on April 27, 1992, ending 57 days
of continuous operation. The trip was caused by a failure of the
master feedwater controller. The plant had experienced several
momentary level perturbations in the days preceding the event. On
April 26, 1992, the controller had been replaced with a new GEHAC
controller from power stores in an effort to correct the problem.
The new controller failed due to a failed electrolytic capacitor
after being in service for one day. The controller output failed
downscale to cause all three operating feedwater pumps to reduce
RPV makeup flow. Reactor water level dropped rapidly. An
automatic recirculation pump runback occurred as designed and.the
unit operator responded to attempt to recover level manually.
Neither action was effective in stopping the water level decrease
and a reactor scram occurred when water level reached +11 inches.

The inspector reviewed TVA Incident Investigation II-B-92-030
which documented the licensee's evaluation and post trip review. of
this event. Based on this review the inspector determined that
operations personnel promptly recognized and responded to the
event and that all systems performed as expected immediately
following the scram with the exception of heater strings isolating
and delays in verifying all control rods full in due to problems
with the full core display and the single rod permissive light.
As the result of this scram, the licensee identified several
corrective actions as follows:

Nuclear Engineering is to evaluate existing program for
monitoring shelf life of high risk components such as these.
controllers. Haintenance is to develop an interim
maintenance planning guide to test a')l wet type electrolytic
capacitors on all replacement components until an adequate
long term power stores program is put into place.

The plant is to procure and install a reliable fault
tolerant digital FWLC system on Unit- 2 prior to startup from
the cycle 7 outage.
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The technical support staff evaluated the problems
associated with the single rod permissive light and the
green background on the full core display and determined
them to be generic among BWR's.

GE SIL No. 532 discussed BWR's experiencing trouble
, detecting a "Full In" condition from the Rod Position

Information System. It speculates that this is due to the
magnet, associated with the "Full In" switch, overheating,
which reduces the magnetic strength and leads to the
temporary loss of this position indicator. Currently GE has
no repair for the type system in place at BFNP. Operations
Emergency Operating Instructions provides guidance for the

- case where control rod position indication is lost by
assuming the control rods are not "Full In". The plant is
then controlled and/or shutdown based on othe} indications,

Based on the above review the inspector determined that the
licensee did an adequate post trip review of this event. The
inspectors will monitor the licensee's future'corrective actions
associated with the above problems.

(CLOSED) Scram No. 2-159

Unit 2 tripped from 100/. power on July 28, 1992, ending 89 days of
continuous operation. The trip was caused by a feedwater
transient which occurred due to a momentary indicated high RPV
water level spike in the water level instrumentation. This
momentary level indication spike had been induced during FWLC

troubleshooting which involved replacement of a control relay.
Licensee personnel had not accurately predicted the system's
response to the relay replacement. The momentary high level spike
resulted in an automatic main turbine trip, reactor trip, and trip
of all three reactor feed pumps.

The inspector reviewed TVA Incident Investigation II-B-92-051
which documented the licensee's evaluation and post trip review of
this event. Based on this review the inspector determined that
operations personnel promptly recognized and responded to the
event and that all systems performed as expected immediately
following the scram with the exception of the TIP ball v'alves.
They did not close althougti a PCIS Group 8 isolation had been
received. Also, the feeder breaker for the 480 VAC Reactor HOV

Board 2C tri.pped.

The licensee determined that the problem with the TIP ball valves
was due to a stuck TIP Logic Reset Handswitch on Panel 2-9-13.
The failure appears to be related to the design of the handswitch.
The licensee has decided to procure a different type replacement
switch to resolve this problem. The 2C RHOV Board feeder breaker
tripping was determined to be a separate problem unrelated to the
reactor trip. The breaker had tripped on two prior occasions
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during steady state conditions. The licensee continued
troubleshooting activities associated with this problem under WO
92-55864-00.

The licensee, as the result of this scram, identified several
corrective actions as follows:

The plant was to provide additional administrative controls
for high risk troubleshooting activities to include
independent technical review of similar troubleshooting
plans.

The plant is to procure and install a reliable fault
tolerant digital FWLC system on Unit 2 prior to startup from
the cycle 7 outage.

The need for installation of a trip time delay in the main
turbine and RFP h~gh RPV water level circuity will be
evaluated.

Due to inconsistencies which were identified in the
understanding of expected system response and
interpretations by operations and IKC personnel the licensee
committed to review the incident investigati.on report with
those personnel and to evaluate the knowledge of control
room personnel regarding the interpretation of controller
indications.

The licensee is to review the need for operating procedure
revisions associated with selection of level channels and
manipulations with the master FWLC controller.

Based on the above review the inspector determined that the
licensee did an adequate post trip review of this event. The
inspectors will monitor the licensee's future corrective actions
associated with the above problems.

Reportable Occurrences (92700)

The LERs listed below were reviewed to determine if the information
provided met NRC requirements. The determinations included the
verification of compliance with TS and regulatory requirements, and
addressed the adequacy of the event description, the corrective actions
taken, the existence of potential generic problems, compliance with
reporting requirements, and the relative safety significance of eac
event. Additional in-plant reviews and discussions with plant
personnel, as appropriate, were conducted.

a. (CLOSED) LER 259/92-001,'Unplanned ESF Actuation Because a RPS

Circuit Protector Fuse Cleared Resulting from a Short in an
Indicator Light Socket
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On March Z, 199Z an AUO cleared a control power fuse for a circuit
protector in the RPS while attempting to.pull an indicating light.
This in turn, caused the actuation of ESFs. The root cause was an
inadequate design in the circuit protector circuitry. The
indicating lights did not have a separate fuse from the control
circuit. Corrective actions included placing the unit 1 RPS 1B on
the alternate power supply and returning the ESFs to their normal
configuration. An operator aid was placed on the circuit
protector to make personnel aware of the possibility of tripping
the RPS bus if the bulb is not removed properly. Additionally,
design change notices W5627, W5628, and W5629 were implemented to
separately fuse. the indicating lights. Based on the above, the
inspector determined that adequate licensee actions have occurred
to preclude a recurrence of this event.

(CLOSED) LER 259/92-002, Unplanned Engineered Safety Features
Actuation Because of an Unexpected Reactor Protection System
Failure

and

C.

(CLOSED) LER 259/92-003, Unplanned Engineered Safety Feature
Actuations Due to Loss of Power to Reactor Protection System Bus

On April 24, 1992 the unit 1 RPS bus 1B spuriously deenergized
resulting in actuation of ESFs (LER 259/92-002). The root cause
was determined to be an unexpected failure resulting in a
generator field overvoltage trip. The reason for the failure was
not determined. On June 26, 1992 the unit 1 RPS bus 1B again
spuriously deenergized resulting in actuation of ESFs (LER 259/92-
003). Again troubleshooting was. unable to determine- the cause of
the trip. In each event the bus was placed on alternate power and
the ESFs were returned to standby. Following the first event the
overvoltage relay was replaced and tested as a precautionary
measure. Design change notices W5627; W5628, and W5629 were
implemented to install trip initiation indications for the RP

circuit protectors to provide a means of determining whether the
circuit protectors tripped on undervoltage, overvoltage, or
underfrequency. In addition, a digital events recorder was
connected to monitor the MG Set and circuit protectors in order to
determine the cause for the trips. This monitoring is being done
under WO 92-55864-00.

(CLOSED) LER 260/92-002, Engineering Safety Feature Actuation due
to Inappropriate Personnel Action.

On April 3, 1992, an unplanned ESF actuation occurred during
t st'ng of the 2C CS Pump Breaker. This unplanned actuation
resulted in the automatic starting of the D3 EECW Pump. T

es in
he

licensee's investigation of this event determined that during
routine breaker testing of the 4160 VAC CS Pump 2C Breaker the
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operator failed to recognize that the EECW pump could be started
as the result of breaker operations while in the test position.

The licensee determined during the subsequent evaluation of this
event that the unplanned actuation occurred due to inappropriate
personnel action. The CS Pump circuit logic is designed 'to

'utomaticallystart the associated EECW pump whenever the CS Pump
breaker is in the closed position for greater than 28 seconds.
This logic will function when the breaker is either full in or in
the test position. A sign had been placed on the breaker cabinet
to warn personnel that this breaker would start the EECW pump if
aligned for EECW when placed in the test position. The operator
failed'to self-check his actions and had not noticed the sign when
opening the breaker cabinet. Additionally GOI-300.2, Electrical,
provides specific operating precautions concerning the possibility
of an ESF actuation when testing these breakers. The licensee
identified the following as corrective actions for this event:

Individuals involved in the event were counseled in
accordance with TVA personnel policy.

Training was provided on importance of following procedural
requirements and expectations for self checking.

Step 2B electrical training was revised to include training
on this event.

GOI-300.2 was revised to greater emphasize the effects
associated with the equipment involved in this event.

The inspector reviewed the Operations Superintendent memorandum
dated Hay 19, 1992, that emphasized this event along with the need
to be sensitive to procedural requirements. Appropriate signature
sheets were reviewed to verify accomplishment of the designated
training. GOI-300.2 was reviewed to verify that the appropriate
revision had been made. Based on the above review the inspector
determined that appropriate corrective actions had occurred to
preclude recurrence.

Action on Previous Inspection Findings (92701, 92702)

a ~ (CLOSED) URI 259, 260, 296/91-10-01, TS Requirements During Check
Valve Testing.

This item was opened because of a conflict in TS 4.7.D. I.d
requiring testing of cer tain instrument line excess'flow check
valves that would also cause a loss of redundancy of the
initiation instrumentation. This appeared to conflict with Table
3.2.B, "Instrumentation That Initiates or Controls the Core and
Containment Cooling Systems." Technical assistance was requested
from NRR. NRR provided an interpretation of TS and concluded the
licensee's practice an appropriate interpretation of TS
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b.

requirements and therefore was acceptable. It was recommended
that the licensee consider revising the BFNP'TS=in a manner
consistent with the Standard TS so that sufficient time for
conducting surveil.lance testing will be clearly prescribed. Based
on the NRR evaluation, no violation occurred.

(CLOSED) VIO 260/91-24-01, Failure to Correct Containment
Radiation Monitor Problems

and

(Closed) VIO 260/92-11-03, Ineffective Corrective Action on
Control Room Radiation Nonitors.

During an inspector's review of licensee corrective actions
associated with VIO 260/91-24-01 the inspector identified that the
licensee was still using the incorrect chartpaper that had been
identified by the inspector during the original Notice of
Violation as documented in IR 92-11. All other corrective.
actions associated with VIO 260/91-24-01 had been completed but
the violation was left open pending further corrective action
associated with the storage and control of chartpaper. As the
result of the second violation operations personnel reviewed and
verified the labels in the control room chart paper cabinet.- The
cabinet was subsequently replaced with racks of drawers which are
uniquely labeled and contain only one type of chartpaper per
drawer. Some additional incorrect chartpaper was identified and
removed. Control room personnel were made aware of the second
violation by way of required reading in the April 13, 1992, night
orders'. During various tours during the months following the
second violation the inspector observed this and various other
control room recorders for correct chartpaper usage. In no cases
was any incorrect chartpaper identified. The inspector inspected
the new chartpaper storage location and determined that licensee
measures currently in place should preclude recurrence of this
problem,

10. Self Assessment (40500)

A. NSRB

On September 18, 1992, The inspector attended a portion of a
scheduled NSRB meeting. The meeting was chaired by the NSRB

chairman. Each of the various site organizations presented a

discussion on current issues and trends in this department. This
was followed by reports by the various subcommittees of NSRB. The
inspector reviewed the TS requirements of 6.5.2 covering the NSRB.
No deficiencies were identified concerning composition, meeting
frequency, or review area. The inspector noted that the TS
references the position of Sr. V.P. several times and this
position has not been filled. The inspector discussed with the
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licensee that the position description should be changed if the
'ermanentorganization remains without a Sr. V.P.-

One item of discussion was the realignment of the ISE group with
NER. The audit functions will shift from broad based overview to
day to day activities. The present activities of the ISE and NSRB
are covered by SSP 4.8, Nuclear Safety Oversight. The ISE group

*, at BFNP was a NPP commitment and is not a TS requirement. The
inspector discussed with the ISE manager when the realignment
would occur. The date would coincide with the TS approval of
similar changes at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. A SSP revision would
follow. The inspector concluded that the changes would be
reviewed by the NRC and covered in approved plant procedures.

A copy of the NSRB meeting minutes, dated October 1, 1992, were
reviewed on October 9, 1992. This met the 14 day requirement of
TS 6.5.2.10 to have the minutes prepared an'd approved. The
minutes were an accurate reflection of the meeting.

b.

11. Site

Reactivity Hanagement Program

A subcommittee of the NSRB conducted an independent assess'ment of
the reactivity management program to determine if weaknesses
identified earlier by industry organizations and ISE had been
resolved. The committee determined that actions taken to correct
these weaknesses have been effective'ut continued actions are
necessary to ensure this level of effectiveness is maintained.
The NSRB endorsed the recommendations from the committee to help
ensure the program maintains a high level of sensitivity and
management attention.

The inspector reviewed Site Standard Practice, SSP-12. 17,
Reactivity Hanagement Program and determined it adequately
emphasized the importance of reactivity management and defined the
responsibilities of management and plant staff. Additionally,
BFNP engineers participate on various industry related committees
dealing with issues such as reactor stability, neutron monitoring,
and emergency procedures, to stay current on reactivity management
concerns. The inspector reviewed work associated with the recent
LPRH reassignments and TIP .modification and found the work
controls, engineering reviews, and management attention was in
accordance with site procedures and the reactivity management
program,

Organization

On October 1, 1992, the changes to the site organization structure
resulting from the move of Units 1 and 3 to site operations were
announced. The site priorities were established as follows:

Continued operation of Unit 2 and related support
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2. Upcoming refueling outage of Unit 2

3. Work on Units 1 and 3 to be accomplished .during the Unit 2
refueling outage.

4. Recovery of Unit 3

A new organization, Recovery Management, was created under David Nye,
the Recovery Manager, to coordinate technical and priority issues
related to the recovery of Unit 3. , Mr. Nye will report directly to Mr.
Zeringue.

General information sessions were conducted with all plant employees on
October 7-9, 1992. The Site V.P. and other managers discussed the

. changes with „the employees. The inspector attended a session on October
7, 1992. The session was an effective means of communicating the site
organization changes as the transition to a single organization became
effective.

Exit Interview (30703)

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on October 16, 1992
with those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The inspectors
described the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection
findings listed below. The licensee did not identify as proprietary any
of the material. provided to or reviewed by the inspectors during this
inspection. Dissenting comments were not received from the licensee.

Item Number Descri tion and Reference
260/92-33-01 VIO, Failure to Confirm Drywell CAM Alarm,

paragraph three.

260/92-33-02 VIO, Inattentive Fire Watch, paragraph
three.

259, 260, 296/92-33-03 URI, Segregation of Non-Conforming
Materials, paragraph five.

Licensee management was informed that 4 LERs, 1 URI, and 2 VIOs were
closed.

Acronyms and Initialisms

ALARA
ARP
ASME
ASOS
AUO

BFN
BFNP
BWROG

BWR

As Low As Reasonably Achievable
Annunciator Response Procedure
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Assistant Shift Operations Supervisor
Auxiliary Unit Operator
Browns Ferry Nuclear
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Boiling Water Reactor Owners Groups
Boiling Water Reactor
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CFR
CRD
CS

CSST
DCA
DCN
DG

EECM
ESF
FMLC
GE
GEHAC
GOI
HPCI
HVAC
INPO
IR
ISE
LER
LLRT
LPCI
LPRN
HG

NOV

NOV

NER
NPP
NRC

NRR
NSRB
PCIS
PSIG
gA
gC
RFP
RHR

RMOV

RPS

RPV
RWCU

SI
SIL
SOS

SSP
TIP
TS
TVA
UO

VIO
VP
WP

Code of Federal Regulations
Control Rod Drive
Core Spray
Common Station Service Transformer
Design Change Authorization
Design Change Notice
Diesel Generator
Emergency Equipment Cooling Mater
Engineered Safety Feature
Feedwater Level Control
General Electric
General Electric/Hanual Automatic Controller
General Operating Instruction
High Pressure Coolant Injection
Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
Inspection Report
Independent Safety Engineering
Licensee Event Report
Local Leak Rate Testing
Low Pressure Coolant Injection
Local Power Range Monitor
Motor Generator
Motor Operated Valve
Notice of Violation
Nuclear Engineering Review
Nuclear Performance Plan

'uclearRegulatory Commission
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Safety Review Board
Primary Containment Isolation System
Pounds Per Square Inch Guage
equality Assurance
guality Control
Reactor Feed Pump
Residual Heat Removal
Reactor Hotor Operated Valve
Reactor Protection System
Reactor Pressure Vessel
Reactor Water Cleanup
Surveillance Instruction
Service Information Letter
Shift Operations Superviso'r
Site Standard Practice
Transversing Incore Probe
Technical Specification
Tennessee Valley Authority
Unit Operator
Violation
Vice President
Work Plan
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